
THE COGITO 
CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE SCORE

How the customer experience score is generated 
The Cx score is generated through machine learning, involving complex and non-linear computations executed across a 

robust data set. Inputs into the model include, but are not limited to, agent/customer tone, pitch patterns, speaking rate, 

turn-taking patterns, etc. as well as numerous abstract audio measurements.

The model evaluates the relationship amongst data to deliver insights into how a customer perceives an agent’s behavior 

during an interaction - is the agent helpful or agitated, engaged or apathetic, confident or unsure, and so forth. The model 

has been validated through extensive testing, including a significant review by a team of human raters. Enterprise 

deployments of Cogito have demonstrated a high correlation between Cogito’s customer experience score and their 

chosen traditional customer satisfaction measurement (such as NPS).

Instantly Know How Your Customer Feels About Every Call
Cogito’s customer experience (Cx) score delivers a live window into 

customer perception. The score is automatically generated for all phone 

interactions through sophisticated voice analysis.



Agent View

Trends Over Time

Supervisor View

Provides an in-the-moment 

measure of customer perception, 

so organizations can enhance 

interactions while in flight.

Real-time

Delivers measurement across 

all phone interactions, not just 

a limited sample.

Comprehensive

Instantly provides insight into 

customer reaction to new offerings 

(product releases, marketing offers, 

pricing updates, policy changes), 

allowing organizations to rapidly 

test and learn.

Novel

Provides voice of the customer 

feedback across the entire 

population.

Objective

Reduces the manual effort 

required to gather and analyze 

traditional survey data.

Automated
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You are speaking a lot

You are speaking quickly

Cogito Dialog

Speaking
Quickly

Try pausing between phrases!

Frequent Overlaps
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THE COGITO CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE SCORE

Through a unique combination of behavioral science and AI, Cogito provides service professionals with 

in-call speaking guidance, objective measurement, and real-time insight into customer experience.


